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Raleigh, May 2010
Halford, Pope, Carr
The Manifesto for Web Science

“if Computer science was needed to harness 
Web Science, understanding the web requires 
knowledge and expertise from the social and 
human sciences”.



Raleigh, May 2010
Tim Berners-Lee

“if understanding the impact of the Web 
definitely required the expertise of social and 
human sciences, Web Science was also about 
engineering and inventing new solutions to 
build a better future for the Web”.



• 2 complementary visions

– Interdisciplinary analysis and mixed methods

– Understand the context and the “people”

– Collide users strategies and web design

• CONCEPT OF CO-CONSTITUTION
– how the web impacts on what people do

– How people impact on what the web becomes



Web Science Web Science in a context



• The INNOV project

A case study in 
Web design 
for Education



• The INNOV project: Objectives

• Share innovative teaching methods

• Foster collaboration among teachers

• Create a community of practice

• Provide informal pedagogic training

• Improve quality of education



• The INNOV project

Teachers and innovation



• The INNOV project: Possibilities

• Formal training in a classroom

• E-training (Blended or distance)

• Outsourcing (Experts from abroad)

= Doesn’t work!

– Time consuming, expensive, out of context



• The INNOV project: Power to the people

• A pedagogic approach

• Online survey to identify needs and interests

• Direct interviews with some teachers

• Creation of a project design committee

– We need an online sharing community!



• The INNOV project: Design in context

• Requirements

– Web access limitations (yes, we still have that…)

– No pre-defined format for contributions

– Basic “comments” functionalities (fear!)

– Intuitive use of the platform

– Open to the World



• The INNOV project: The design strategy

• User Experience Web Design

– User, Content, Context (Peter Morville)

– Storytelling (Stephen Denning)

– Experience strategies (JJ. Garret)

– Scenarios (Shawn Henry)



• The INNOV project: The design strategy (2)

• Web 2.0 models core competencies

– Architecture of participation

– Wirearchy (Husband)

– Crowdsourcing

– Long tail

– Granular addressability of content



• The INNOV project: Final design



• The INNOV project: Outcome after 1 month

25 contributions
300 comments



• The point: The Web changes everything

1. A complex community with needs

2. A contextualized design based on user 
requirements + Web 2.0 ingredients

3. A concerns-based adoption Model

4. … a future paper on usability?



• The INNOV project: Final word

“While a suitable, appropriate, and usable
technical infrastructure is an important
component of success, it is widely
acknowledged that major barriers to further
progress are human rather than technical as
factors”.
Hugh Davies & Al. 2010


